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A system of particles of k types in Rd is considered, where each particle, 
depending on its type, migrates and lives a random amount of time, at the end of 
which it branches according to a multitype law. The demographic variation process 
is a non-Markovian process which measures the changes in the system due to the 
branching. The asymptotic fluctuations of the demographic variation are studied for 
three different resealings, the limit fluctuation processes being generalized Gaussian. 
The main objective is to identify when the limit fluctuation processes of the 
demographic variation are Markovian. It is shown that the Markov property holds 
only in some cases of critical branching, which depend on the type of resealing. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [ 10) the asymptotic behavior of the multitype branching random field 
was studied for three different resealings. On the other hand, in the 
monotype case, in [9] the asymptotic behavior of the demographic varia- 
tion process of the branching random field was investigated for the same 
types of resealings. The demographic variation process measures the 
changes in the system due to branchings and deaths; it is non-Markovian, 
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and it was shown in [9] that its Gaussian limit fluctuation processes are 
Markovian if and only if the branching law is critical (mean 1). In this 
paper we extend the results of [9] for the demographic variation of the 
multitype branching random field. However, in the multitype case there are 
many critical mean matrices (maximal eigenvalue l), and the main ques- 
tion is whether the Markov property of the limit fluctuation processes of 
the demographic variation holds generally, or only for some mean 
matrices. It turns out that the answer depends on the type of resealing (see 
Remark 1). 
The convergence proofs of the fluctuation processes use basically the 
same techniques as [9, lo], and therefore we will omit the details. 
However, thanks to a new method [7,8] based on a recent result of 
Aldous Cl], knowing that the limit process is continuous, the problem of 
tightness can be practically dispensed with. Also this allows us to prove 
convergence of the fluctuations of the process in [lo], under a space-time 
resealing, for a class of critical mean matrices different from the identity, 
which was not treated in [lo] due to the tightness problem; moreover, in 
this resealing the fluctuations of the process in [lo] and its demographic 
variation are asymptotically the same (Remark 2). 
The underlying branching laws are assumed to have finite moments of 
second or third order (according to the resealing), so that the limit fluctua- 
tion processes of the demographic variation are (generalized) Gaussian. 
Then we can use a known criterion to verify when these processes are 
Markovvian (and hence identify the mean matrices for which the Markov 
property holds); in this case we have generalized Ornstein-Uhlenbeck 
processes, and we can obtain the Langevin equations that govern them by 
a method of [2,3]. 
Since the particle system we deal with is the same one discussed in [lo], 
we refer the reader to [lo] for a detailed description of the model, as well 
as motivation, notation, background, and additional bibliography. In Set- 
tion 2 we recall briefly the model and define the multitype demographic 
variation process. In Section 3 we introduce the resealings and state our 
results. Section 4 contains the proofs. 
2. THE MODEL AND THE DEMOGRAPHIC VARIATION PROCESS 
The multitype branching random field with immigration studied in [lo] 
consists of particles of k ( 2 1) types in Rd. A particle of type iE (1, . . . . k} 
migrates according to a symmetric stable process with exponent aiE (0,2], 
lives an exponential amount of time with parameter Vi > 0, at the end of 
its !ife it produces at its own site I, E (0, 1, . ..} particles of type n E { 1, . . . . k} 
with probability pi(ll , . . . . I,& and the offspring evolve in the same fashion. 
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(Conditions on this branching law are introduced later on.) We consider 
two particle types as different if at least one of their characteristics c(~, Vi, 
pi is different. The migrations, lifetimes, and branchings of all the particles 
are independent. At time t = 0 the particles of type i E ( 1, . . . . k} are dis- 
tributed according to independent Poisson random fields on Rd with inten- 
sity measures yJB,, where yi 2 0 and A, is the Lebesgue measure restricted 
to the Bore1 set Bi c Rd. In addition, particles of type ie { 1, . . . . k) 
immigrate according to independent Poisson random fields on Rd x R, 
with intensity measures /3JQ,, where pi> 0 and dw, is the Lebesgue 
measure restricted to the Bore1 set gi c Rd x R,, and then they evolve as 
described. For brevity we shall say that a particle “branches” if it produces 
at least one offspring (of any type), and “dies” if it produces none. 
For each ie ( 1, . . . . k} and t >O, let Ni(t) denote the random counting 
measure on Rd determined by the positions of the particles of type i at 
time t, and consider the vector measure-valued process N - (N(t) = 
(N,(t), . . . . NJt)), t 2 01. This is the process studied in [lo]. We decompose 
the process N in a similar way as was done in [9] for the monotype case 
(k= 1). Let 
N=N’+N”, 
where the vector measure-valued process N’z {N*(t) = (N:(t), . . . . N:(t)), 
t 2 0} and the vector signed measure-valued process N” s {N”(t) = 
(N:‘(t), . . . . NF( t)), t 2 01, which we call the basic population process and the 
demographic variation process, respectively, are constructed as follows. For 
each iE { 1, . . . . k 1 and each initial or immigrant particle of type i, if it dies 
or produces only offspring of types different from i, it is replaced at the 
same site by a particle of type i which migrates (according to its type) 
forever without branching or dying; if upon branching it produces at least 
one particle of type i (and possibly offspring of other types), all the 
particles except one of type i are removed (the one which is kept is chosen 
at random from the offspring of type i). In the latter case, we do the same 
operation with the single particle of type i, and so on. The counting 
measure valued process so defined is Nf. Hence N’ is the process we would 
have if the system evolved as described, but without any branchings or 
deaths. The process N” is defined by N” = N - N’, and we observe that it 
measures the demographic variation in the system, i.e., the changes caused 
by branchings and deaths, with respect to the system without demographic 
changes represented by N’. The components of N” are signed measure- 
valued (due to the replacements in the construction of N’). Note that N” 
is not Markovian, because knowledge of its present does not give enough 
information on its future evolution (one needs to know in addition the 
space-time points in the past where births occurred). The processes N’ and 
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N” and their fluctuation processes defined below have trajectories in the 
Skorokhod space D(R+ , (9”(Rd))k). 
We assume that the branching law is not singular and that the mean 
matrix M(l) = (mI”(j))i,i= I,...,k, defined by 
is irreducible. We denote by qi the probability that a particle of type 
i E { 1, ..‘, k) dies or produces offspring only of types different from i, and 
we write Q = diag(q,, . . . . qk). Criticality of M(l) implies qi> 0 for all 
ie { 1, . . . . k}. 
We designate V= diag{ V,, . . . . Vk) and A = V(M”’ - I) and recall (by 
the Perron-Frobenius theorem) that in the critical case the matrix exp{ tA > 
can be written for all t > 0 as 
exp(til} = P+ R(t), (2.1) 
with P= (uiVj)i,i=i ,.__, k where u= (ur, . . . . u,J and v = (ur, . . . . uk) are the 
right and left eigenvectors of A, respectively, corresponding to the 
(maximal) eigenvalue 0, normalized so that Cf=, uiui = 1, and R(t) = 
Ww(pt)) as t --) co, where p < 0. 
We also recall a few notations from [lo]: 
iw’(X y) = c” = 
mjy/z, i), /I: 1E { 1, . . . 
h.1 1 m~*‘(h, 1) xh y,, x, y E Rk, i E { 1, . . . . k}, where 
, k) are the second factorial moments of the branching 
law for a particle of type i. 
M(2) = (MC*’ 1 , . ..) Mf’). 
Aa = diag{d.,, . . . . A,,), where da8= -(-d)““*, in (1, . . . . k}. 
U = {U(t), t 2 01: semigroup on (L2(Rd))k generated by A,+ A 
(A acts by matrix multiplication on Rk). 
S = {S(t), t > 0): semigroup on Rk generated by A (S acts on 
(L2(Rd))k in the obvious way). 
Ts (T(t)=diag(T-“*(t), . . . . Y-*+(t)}, t 20): semigroup on (L2(Rd))k, 
where {P’(t), t 2 0} is the semigroup on L2(Rd) generated by dwi, 
iE (1, .,., k}. 
$ 0 w = (ql$l, ...T (Pk$k)- 
3. RESCALINGS, LIMIT THEOREMS AND MARKOV PROPERTIES 
We consider the following three resealings, parametrized by K> 1 with 
K+ co. 
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1. High density. The branching law has finite second moments. The 
initial and immigration intensities are, respectively, Ky,, . . . . Kyk and 
KB r, . . . . Kflk. The resealed processes N’ and N” are denoted by N’T’.~ 
and N”, ‘? 
For the next two resealings we assume aI = . . . = ak s a, and the sets 
Bi, Wi, ie (1, . . . . k}, are such that KB, z {KxJ x E Bi} = Bi, Kgi,, f 
(kc) x E %$,} = %,.+ t 2 0, for all K, where G&, is the t-section of %$. 
2. Space scaling. The branching law has finite third moments. The 
spatial coordinates are Kx, x E Rd. The resealed processes are denoted by 
N1,2,K and N”T~*~, i.e., 
W132,KW, 4 > = W’(t), 44 a/K) >, 
<N”32*KW, 4) = (N”(t), 44 ./K) >, 
t 2 0, Q E (cY( Rd))‘Y 
3. Space-time scaling. We assume d > a, the branching law has finite 
third moments and is critical, the immigration intensities are pi/K”, 
iE { 1, . . . . k), the limits Ci = lim, _ m ‘%;;t, i E ( 1, . . . . k} exist, and we write 
c = (C, ) . ..) C,). The space-time coordinates are (Kx, K?), (x, t) E Rd x R + . 
The resealed processes are denoted by N1,3*K and N”T~‘~, i.e., 
(N’v3W), 4 > = (N’UW, $4 e/K) >, 
(N 1193vK(t), 4) = (N”(K”t), t$( ./K)), 
t 3 0, + E (Y( Rd))k. 
The fluctuation processes corresponding to these three resealings are 
defined, respectively, by 
X’,K=K-l/2(N1,1,K_ENI.1.K), yl,K= K-1/2(N",l,K- EN",',K), 
X2.K, K-d/2(N’,W- E7’.2.9 y2,K= K-d/2(N11,2.KvEN11,2,K), 
x~,K=K-~/~(N~,~.K_ENI,~.K), y3,K=K-(d+a)/2(N11,3,K47N11,3,K). 
The asymptotic behaviors of the processes NIVAK and XL”, j = 1,2, and 
N’*3*K are particular cases of the results in [lo, Theorems 4.1, 4.2, 4.31, 
corresponding to the singular branching law p,(O, . . . . 1 (i), . . . . 0) = 1 for all 
iE { 1, . . . . k}. X3,K is not a special case of [lo] because the normalization 
does not involve cr; however, the asymptotic behavior is easy to see since 
there is no branching: the k types are independent and behave as described 
in [9] (with the obvious modifications: initial and immigration sets, and 
stable motions). 
The asymptotic behavior of the processes Nn,j*K and YjVK, j= 1,2, 3, are 
described in the following theorems, where the matrix P is given in (2.1). 
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THEOREM 3.1. (Laws of large numbers). For each f 2 0 and 
cb E wvd)E 
K-‘(N rrYt)9 4) + (YAS> (Uf)- nt))4,> 
+ I ; <~A~~,, (U{t-s)- T(t-s))‘$) ds, 
IY-d(N “.2.K(t),9)j(Yng,(S(f)-l)b)+jf(B/iOI;.(S(f-S)-l)O)dS, 
0 
iP(N 11.3pK(0, b> + (YAB, (P-0 T(t) 4) + j-; <B& V- 4 T(s) $> ds 
inL2asK+al. 
THEOREM 3.2 (Functional central limit theorems). 
Y’J es Jr*, Y 2,K3Y*, Y3,K* Y3 asK-+cO 
in D(R+, (Y(Rd))k), where Y’, Y2, and Y3 are continuous centered 
Gaussian processes with respective covariance functionals Z’, X2, and X3 
given by 
.x1(& 4; 4 w) 
=~Kw)> ct,>(Y’W, w>) 
= (yAB, (U’(s) - e - vQsR’(s))(+ 0 uqt - s) y) 
+ (I- e- vQ”) R’(s)(t) 0 R’(t - s) qf)) 
+I; (YAB, U’(v) vM’*‘( U’(s - v) I$; uyt - 0) I#) 
-e-vQvR’(u)[((.4+ VQ) U’(s-u)t))OR’(t--o)q~ 
+ (R’(s - v) 9) 0 ((A + VQ) U’(t - 0) w)l > du 
+I: W,, (u’(s--u)-ee- vQ(s-u)R’(S - u))(Q 0 U’(t -s) lp) 
+(2-e- VQcS-“‘) R’(s-u)(*aR’(t-s)~)) du 
+I; (/%I,, jy {U’(v) Fw’*‘(u’(s-u-v)a#t; U’(t-u-v)y) 
-e - VQ”R’(v)[((A + VQ) U’(s - u -v) $) 0 R’(t - u - v) w 
i-(R’(s-u-v)+)O((A+VQ)U’(t-u-v)q~)]}dv)du, 
s < t, 9, v e G’VdHk, I= 1,2, 
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where U’(t) = U(t), U*(t) = S(t), R’(t) = T(t), R*(t) = Z, and 
S3(s, 4; 6 WI =WY3(s), 4MY3(t)9 v>) 
f 
’ = (yAB, PT(v) VM’*‘(PT(s- u) 4, PT(t - u) y)) dv 
11; (B/l0 I;-” PT( v) VM’2’( PT(s - # - 0) 4, 
PT(t-u-v)yr)dv)du, 
THEOREM 3.3 (Markov Properties and Langevin equations). The 
processes Y1 and Y* are Markovian if and only if MC” = I, and in this case 
Y’ satisfies the generalized Langevin equation 
dY’(t)=A,Y’(t)dt+dW’(t), t>o, Y’(O)=O, 
where W’ is an (9’(Rd))k- Wiener process with covariance functional 
T(u - v) VM”‘($, w)) dv 
+X(d,, (Z-e-VQ”) T(u)5) 
+ 11 (W,, (Z-e- “‘Q(“-“)) T(u-v)r) dv] du, 
1 
6, w E W”(RdHk> 
with ~~A,(~O\V)-(A,~)OW-Q)O(A~W), and Y* is an (9”(Rd))k- 
Wiener process with covariance functional 
JMS, 4; 1, ur) = Cd,, vM’*‘(4, w)>(s * t) 
+ j-’ h ’ 1; @A,, VM’*‘b$, WI> dv & 4, w E V’(Rd))k. 
0 
The process Y 3 is Markovian for any mean matrix M(“( of the assumed type) 
and satisfies the generalized equation 
dY3(t)=A,Y3(t)dt+dW3(t), t > 0, Y3(0) = 0, 
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where W3 is an (Y’(Rd))k-Wiener process with covariance functional 
+ j; WC> PT(u-v) PW’*‘(P~, Pv)) dv du, 
I 
$3 v E W”(Rd))“. 
Remarks. 1. The fluctuation processes Y ‘gK, Y2*K, and Y 3*K are not 
Markovian, and there is a sharp contrast between the Markov property of 
the limits of the first two, Y1 and Y*, and the third Y3. A rough heuristic 
explanation is the following: The Markov property is the independence of 
the past and the future conditionally upon the present. Since the first two 
resealings do not change the time scale, the non-Markovian character is 
generally preserved in the limit. It is exceptional that the past and the 
future are conditionally independent, and this exception occurs only when 
the system consists of k independent monotype critical branching random 
fields. Still, it is interesting that criticality and the Markov property are 
equivalent in the monotype case. In the third resealing criticality is needed 
to begin with, in order to obtain a limit. Due to the large time scale, the 
past and the future become increasingly farther apart, so that the informa- 
tion from the past needed to determine the future becomes closer and 
closer to the present. Hence in the limit the Markov property arises for any 
mean matrix. 
2. In the space-time resealing the fluctuations of N’g3*K with the 
normalization KpCd+ a’i2 (instead of K-d/2) vanish in the limit. Hence the 
fluctuation process of N3,K = N’,3,K + N”~3*K has the same limit behavior as 
that of Ntt~~*~. The interest of this is that the asymptotic fluctuations of 
N3sK are determined solely by the demographic variation component, and 
the effect of the basic population component disappears (contrary to the 
other two resealings). This result for N3*K is not covered in [lo] because 
P # Z caused difficulties in the tightness proof (however, it was mentioned 
in Remark 2 of [lo] that convergence of finite-dimensional distributions 
could be shown). 
3. For the space-time resealing, in [lo] there were considered 
asymptotically critical mean matrices of the form M(l),K = I + O(Ked) 
(recall that d> ~1). It is also possible to include M(l),K of the form 
M(l),K = Z+ H/K” where H is any matrix. In this case the limit fluctuation 
process Y3 (which coincides with the limit fluctuation process of the 
resealed N) is a generalized Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process with Langevin 
equation 
dY3(t)=(A,+ VH)Y3(t)dt+dW3(t), f > 0, Y3(0) = 0, 
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where W3 is an (Y’(Rd))k-Wiener process with covariance functional 
‘V(r) VM’2’(t$, y.t)) dr 1 du. 
4. The time-inhomogeneous (Y’(Rd))k-Wiener processes above can 
be written as integrals with respect to a given time-homogeneous 
(Y’(Rd))k-Wiener process [4]. In case some cli<2, the generalized 
Langevin equations are interpreted in an extended sense [S, 63, because A, 
does not map (-4p(Rd))k into itself. 
5. Other properties of the limit fluctuations of the demographic 
variation that can be studied, similarly to the monotype case [9], are 
strong continuity, cross covariances, stochastic evolution equation for Y’ 
in the non-Markovian case (the driving term is a generalized Gaussian 
semimartingale with dependent increments), spectral measures in the spa- 
tially homogeneous case, and large time asymptotics. (Here we preferred to 
restrict ourselves to the main question in the multitype case: the Markov 
property 1. 
4. PROOFS 
Arguing as in [9, lo], it can be shown that the mean and covariance 
functionals of the process N” are given by 
EW”M $> = (y/l,, (Ut) - T(t)) 4) + j-,, (P4”~ tuft-u) 
- T(t-u))Q) du, 
.CJ, 9; t, w) = Cov((N”(d, 4>, (N”(t), w>) 
= (y/1,, (U(s) - e- vQs%))(+ 0 u(t - $1 W) 
+(I-eevQs) T(s)(+OT(t-s)yf)) 
-e-vQ”T(u)[((Af VQ) U(s-u)4)oT(t-u)v 
+(W-u)4)o((A+ W Ut-u)v)l)du 
(4.1) 
+ I i <WweB,, (Us-u)-e- vQ(s- %ys - u))($ 0 U(t - s) w) 
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+(I-e- vQ(s-u)) T(s - u)(tJ.l 0 T(t -s) yl)) du 
+ ; p/l,, ~-“~u(~)VM’2’(U(S-U-*)~;u(f-U-~)W) I( 1 
-cVQ”T(u)[((A+ V-Q) U(s-u-v)$)OT(t-u-u)ty 
+(T(s-u-u)4)Q((A+J’Q) U(r-u-u)ty)])du du, 
> 
44 v E (WRdPY s < t. (4.2) 
The processes N, N’, and N” take values in (,4p’(R’))“, and it can be 
shown as in [9] (assuming the “usual conditions” on the filtrations) that 
they and their centered processes have trajectories in D(R+, (y’(Rd))k). 
The key result for the proofs of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 is the following 
Iemma, whose proof from (4.2) is entirely analogous to that of Proposi- 
tion 5.4 of [lo]. 
LEMMA 4.1. Lej 
Then 
s@~(s, t); t, y) = Cov( (N”,‘~“(s), Q,), (N”-(t), ty)), 
I= 1, 2, 3, +, Iy E (Y(Rd))k, s < j. 
as K-, CD, where X’, X2, .X3 are the covariance jiinctionals given in 
Theorem 3.2. 
Proofs of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. The proofs are done exactly the same 
way as those of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 of [lo], using (4.1), (4.2), and 
Lemma 4.1; but instead of the tightness proofs in [lo], since it can be 
shown as in [lo] that Y’, I= 1,2, 3, are continuous, we can use Theorem 1 
of [S]. ([8] contains an example of the same type as the space-time 
scaling.) 1 
We now turn to the Markov property. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. For the generalized centered Gaussian process 
Y’, I= 1,2, 3, the Markov property is equivalent to the existence, for given 
s < t, of a continuous linear operator TL,, of (y(Rd))k into (an extension 
of) itself such that 
.X’(r, cb; j, w) = x’(r, $; s, Ti,,v) (4.3) 
683/41/l-8 
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for each r 6s and $, w E (z~(R~))~. Moreover, in our setting Ti,, must be 
the form Tie,, where {T:, t > 0) is a semigroup of operators, and we can 
put r = s in (4.3). 
For the space-time resealing, the Markov property of Y3 follows directly 
from X3 in Theorem 3.2, since (4.3) holds with T,:., = T(t - s). 
Concerning the other two resealings, we only consider the case of high 
density, the remaining one being similar and simpler. Clearly, if MC’) = I, 
then (4.3) holds with Ti,, = U(t - S) = T(t --s), and Y’ is Markovian. For 
the proof of the converse we need the following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.2. Define d: Rk x Rk + Rk by 
~(x,y)~M’*‘(X,y)+M(l)(x~y)-X~M(1)y-y~M(l)x+x~y, 
x, yeRk, 
and denote by . the scalar product on Rk. Then, for each x = (x1, . . . . xk) E kk, 
Proof: 
Ifh 
+ i ml’)(l) x: 
i,l= 1 
i=l I= I i= 1 
= x; + 2 c mi2)(h, 1) x,x,+ t ml’)(l) x; 
h>l I= 1 
-2xi i mj’)(l)x,+xf 
I=1 I 
=;i c [i jkil-1)xf+2 c jhjlXhXl+ 5 jlxf 
i=l il...., jk20 I= 1 h>i 13 1 
-2xi 5 j$l+x? I= 1 I pi(jl, --, jk) 1 
=i{ c [i ifx:+2 1 jhjlXhXI 
i= 1 jl....,jk>O I=1 h>l 
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-2x, i jxl+x? p.(j ,=1 I ,] z l,...~i,)) 
= jl j, Z,, {(jl ii*i)*-2*i ,S j+,+xf} Pi(j~~ ..., jk) 
1 .’ 
= 5 C 
i= 1 jl,...,jk30 
(i iP,-Xi)*Pi(i~, . . ..jk). I 
I= 1 
LEMMA 4.3. Assume the branching law is not singular. Then, for any 
bi>O, in {I ,..,, k}, 
d(x, y) = (b I, . . . . bd .4x, Y), x, Y eRk, 
is a positive definite symmetric bilinear form. 
Proof In view of Lemma 4.2, it suffices to show that if 
x = (Xl) . ..) xk) # 0, then Cf= 1 j,x,-- xi # 0 for at least one i and j,, . . . . jk 
such that pi( jl, . . . . j,) >O. Suppose that C:=, j,x,-xi=0 for all 
iE (1, . . . . k), i.e., 
(j,-1)x,+ j,x, + ... + j,x, =0 
Ax1 +(j,-1)x,+ ... + jkxk =o 
(4.4) 
Ax1 + +i2x2 + a.. +(j,-1)x,=0 
Since the determinant of this system equals (- l)k-l (C:=, j,- l), it 
follows that (4.4) has nontrivial solutions if and only if jr = 1 and jh = 0, 
h #I, for some 1 E { 1, . . . . k). Hence, if d(x, x) = 0 for some x # 0, then 
Pi(l, 0, . ..) 0) + . . . +pi(o, . ..) 0, 1) = 1 for all i E ( 1, . . . . k}, 
which contradicts the assumption of non singularity of the branching 
law. 1 
Now suppose that Y’ is Markovian. In order to show that A@‘) = Z we 
may assume that /I1 = *.a = flk = 0. Then, from Theorem 3.2 and (4.3) we 
have 
(yAB, (U(s) - e-VQsT(s))(+ 0 U(t - s) w) 
+ (I-ePVQ”) T(s)(+OT(t-s)~)) 
+ 1; (YAS> U(v) ww’( U(s - v) $; U( t - v) yf) 
- esVQ”T(v)[((A + VQ) U(s- v) 4) 0 T(t- v) ye 
+ (T(s - v) 9) O((A + J’Q) u(t - v) VII > dv 
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= (YAS, (U(s)-e-YQ"T(s))(Q,OT,',,yr) 
+ (I-e-VQs) m)(mT:,w 
+ 1; (YAf3, U(u) vw2'(U(s - u) $; U(s - u) Ti,,\y) 
-e -vQ”T(o)[((A+ VQ) U(s-u)+)OT(s-II) Tf,,yr 
+(T(s-u)+)O((A+ VQ) W-u) T,‘,,v)IW. 
Differentiating this equality with respect to s at s = 0 we have 
<y/i,, (-4 + J’Q,C+ 0 U(t) ur) + vQ($O T(t) WI> 
+ (YAB, ~@‘(h U(t) VI 
- [((A + VQ) $10 T(t) VI + 4 O((A + VQ) u(t) VII > 
= <YAB, (A + vQK4 0 T:.,w) + vQ(4 0 T;.,w)) 
+ (YAB> v@2'(4, T&W) - [((A + VQ) $10 T;,,v 
+ 4 0 ((-4 + VQ) T&W >. 
Differentiating with respect to t at t = 0 and designating 3 z (d/dt) T,& I,=,, 
(in a weak sense) we obtain 
(YES, (A+ vQ)($O(A,+A)v)+ vQ(4OA,\y) 
+ v@2’(+> (A,+A)yr)-((A+ VQ,+,OA,v 
-cbO((A+ j’-Q)(A,+A)v)) 
= <YAB, (A + J’QNQ, O’.@) + vQ(b OW) 
+ ~@)(h gv)- ((A + J’Q)$) o~v-$o((A + VQ) ‘WI>. 
But VQ(xoy)=(VQx)Oy=x~3(VQy),x,y~R~, since V and Q are 
diagonal. Hence 
CO,, 49 OA,w) + 44 04) + f’M’%b, (A, + A) v) - (-4~) O&w 
-4@W,v)-4@(A2v)) 
where we recall that A = V(M (‘)-I). Now, (4.5) is valid for all V,, . . . . V,. 
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Hence, differentiating (4.5) with respect to Vi at V, = .. . = Vk = 0, 
summing over i and setting Q 3 (A, - 8) VI, we arrive at 
<A,, M’2’(A,v - g\y, A,v - 9~) + M”‘((A,v - WJ) 0(&v - 9~)) 
-~(A,~~-~\~)OM”‘(A,~~-~W)+(A,W-~~)O~A~W-YV~))=O, 
i.e., 
I Rd 
(l,,(x), .a*, b,(x)). ~(A,w - Yw, A,w - Y\y)tx) dx = 0, 
with d defined in Lemma 4.2. This implies, by Lemma 4.3, that A,yr = $9~ 
for all WE (9(Rd))k. Hence from (4.5) we have 
Denoting au = mj’)(j) - a,, and taking 4 = q~ = (0, . . . . qCiJ, . . . . 0) and 
y = (0, . ..) lCi), ..*, 0), from (4.6) we obtain 
( ( A,,cp’ a;-- i ai,+ Vi i mi”( i, l) ali = 0, (4.7) I= 1 I=1 )) 
and since (4.7) holds for any B,, Vi, and cp, then ai= C:=, ai, and 
therefore ail= 0 for lf i. Then, again from (4.7), mj2’(i, i) aii= 0. But the 
criticality and non-singularity of the branching law imply rni”(i, i) > 0, so 
a, = 0. Since i is arbitrary, we have shown that MC’) = I. 
The Langevin equations for Y1 and Y3 are obtained by applying 
Theorem 3.6 of [2] if all Ui = 2, or Theorem 4.1 of [5] if some ai < 2. [ 
Note added in proof: In Theorem 3.2, Y3,K =+ Y takes place in D(R + , %‘I), where S”’ is 
the (strong) dual of the (Fr&chet nuclear) space 
se = {$E (Y(Rd))L ( (M”‘-I)a$=O}. 
Tightness does not hold in the (smaller) space D(R+, (9”(Rd))k). See [ 111. 
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